Abstract-One way to verify the correctness of an implementa tion under refinement in formal specifications is by verifying the system against a set of properties we wish to have in the final implementation. This is in such a way that the relevant properties are preserved in each development step. The difference here is that we have a separate specification of system properties. These properties are those that are satisfied by the initial specification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Refinement in formal specifications is defined in terms of behavioural substitutivity. This is where one system can substi tute another system without noticeable differences in behaviour being detected by users [3] , [4] . However, for complex systems, some properties may not be related to the systems' behaviour at all, for example properties on states of a system. In most cases, checking that some good properties of the system's states are preserved is desired. Hence, there is a need to investigate the preservation of such properties under refinement. This includes properties that are not readily available within the system specification (as invariants), such as temporal properties [2] .
Properties that are not part of system's invariants need to be specified in a totally different notation. With this respect, the combination of linear temporal logic (LTL) [5] and first order logic has been shown to be sufficient in precisely spec ifying properties of reactive systems [6] . A temporal structure (Kripke structure) is defined to link the semantics of properties, specified in LTL, and the system specification. We can then model check the temporal structure to check for the holding of a property. We will do this in this paper and the same is also done in [2] for checking properties under Z refinement.
Our intention here is to extend the result on LTL property preservation under Z refinement for Z specification to the OZ part of CSP-OZ specification. As the first step, and due to the limited space as well, we will only consider traces refinement in the CSP part of CSP-OZ speficiations in this paper.
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II. RELATED WORK
There is very little work in the literature that study property preservation in existing refinement design framework of any formalism in formal specifications. The lack of work on the relationship between the preservation of properties specified in LTL and refinement is recognised in [7] , where the authors ad dressed issues of property preservation under traces and failures refinements of CSP. They shown that both refinements do not preserve LTL properties on infinite traces or branching system. Limiting CSP processes to only finite state processes, however, LTL properties are preserved under failures refinement. We, therefore, will only consider finite states systems in this paper. The restriction is also assumed by Derrick and Smith in [2] on LTL property preservation for Z specifications.
In [2] , Derrick and Smith investigated the preservation of properties of Z specification that may refer to the states of the specification, which are not observable. They applied the notion of refinement to states in sequences or paths. This is because the temporal logic used for specifying temporal properties, which is Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) , is defined on paths.
The refinement is in such a way that for every concrete path, there exists an abstract path such that every state of the concrete path is related to the corresponding state of the abstract path by the retrieve relation of the refinement. This is expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Given Z specifications, A and C, if A I;;; C under retrieve relation R, then for all paths 7r c = tOtlt2 ... of C there exists a path � = SOS1S2 ... of A such that each state t; of 7r c is related to the corresponding state S; of � by R.
The general theorem of temporal property preservation be tween states is changed accordingly for refinement between states in sequences as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Given Z specifications, A and C, and temporal property P, if there exists an i : N such that for all abstract paths �, A, 7rf F P and A I;;; C under retrieve relation R then for all concrete paths 7r c , C, 7r f F 3AState • P 1\ R.
The result above is further extended to include other temporal logics in [8] . Due to the lack of space, this paper will only extend the general results of [2] to the OZ part of CSP OZ specifications with the co-existance of Z and CSP traces refinements.
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III. REFINEMENT IN Z There are two types of refinement simulation in Z, downward and upward simulations. In order to show that a refinement exists between abstract and concrete operations, there are two requirements need to be met which are:
• applicability -whenever the abstract operation is applica ble, the corresponding concrete operation should also be applicable; and
• correctness -whenever the abstract operation is applicable but the concrete operation is applied, the result should be consistent as if the abstract operation was applied.
Proving the above conditions is enough to show refinement between operations of the abstract and concrete specifications [9, 270] . Refinement between complete programs, however, requires an additional condition which is called the initiali sation condition. That is, whenever the concrete specification can reach an after state while in its initial states, the abstract specification should also be able to reach an after state from its initial states under retrieve relation R that relates the concrete and abstract states. All the three conditions become part of the rules for downward and upward simulations in Z. Interested readers are referred to [10] for more details on Z refinement.
IV. THE esp TRACES REFINEMENT
In traces semantic model of esp [11] , refinement is defined in terms of traces reverse containment. Given esp processes P and Q, Q refines P under traces model of esp, denoted P [:;; , Q, with traces {(), (a), (a, b)}. As can be observed, the traces of Q are also in the set of traces of P.
V. THE esp-oz
The combination of esp and Object-Z discussed in this paper is based on the one described in [12] , which is called esp-oz, where Object-Z classes are also given esp semantics. In a esp oz specification, the process in the esp part restricts the order in which the operations will be performed, while the OZ part defines the detail of the operations as well as the data structures of the class. Basically, a esp-oz class structure is as follows:
The esp part defines the possible set of traces that the class can engage in. The traces set is considered as the semantics of the class under traces semantics of esp.
The following is an example of a esp-oz specification of a buffer.
In the class BuLrer above, the esp part of the class offers a choice to the environment after event Aln has taken place. The subsequent event could be either Ain or AOut and this is determined by the user or environment of the BuLrer process. The OZ part contains four schemas that define the state of the class in the unnamed schema, the initial state in Init schema and two operations Aln and AOut. The operation Aln accepts an input in? from users and stores it in aitems, while AOut operation produces an output out! to the environment. Both in? and out! are of type natural numbers.
VI. THE KRIPKE STRUCTURE FOR esp-oz
Here we define each component of the Kripke structure to directly represent the associated component of a esp-oz specification as a whole. Still, however, we define the Kripke structure as a labelled transition system. Thus, every event (or method of the OZ part) is treated as a transition between states.
Definition 1: Given the set of all atomic propositions AP, an alphabet of events E, sets of Object-Z states ZState and methods M, and esp processes P, an (event-) labelled Kripke structure (S, So, -+, L) over AP consists of -a set of states S � P x ZState, -a set of initial states So � S, -a transition relation -+ � S x E x S, and -a labelling function L : S -+ lP' AP Each state of the Object-Z part is a mapping of the class variables to their values: V -+ val, where V is the set of variables and val is the set of possible values. Meanwhile the transition -+, is a set of triples of states and an event: (so, e, Sl).
The event e, corresponds to an execution of a method m, from a set of methods M, of the Object-Z part that causes the transition that changes the state of the class from So to Sl. Finally, the labelling function maps each state of the specification to a set of AP that holds in it.
In order to ensure the corresponding infinite paths for CSP OZ specifications to match the interpretation of LTL on infinite paths of states, we adopt the fairness condition as defined in [13] . This involves internal transitions that do not affect the state of the specification: (s, T, s) when there does not exist an event and corresponding method for a transition, (s, e, s') for any state s', to take place.
Definition 2: Given a Kripke structure K = {S, So, -t, L}, a path is an infinite sequence of alternating state tuples and events s.t.
• ei is an operation (event of the CSP part / schema of Z part, including parameters) and
• Si = (Pi, Zi) E P x ZState where P is the set of all CSP processes.
For P E CSP let initials(P) be defined as
The semantics of CSP-OZ classes can then be given in terms of the Kripke structure as follows.
The semantics of a CSP-OZ class C = p C S P ll OZ where the CSP part of the class p C sp (P,Initials(p C S P ),-t� sp ,L cs P ) and the Object-Z part OZ = (ZState,Init, COrLOP eEE ' LOZ) is the Kripke structure K = (S,So,-t,L) over AP where
VII. TEMPORAL LOGIC
When we talk about the temporal properties of the OZ part of CSP-OZ specifications, this means that the set of atomic propositions AP are predicates over the class variables. Thus, for the class Buffer, #aitems < 10 and #aitems = 0 are possible atomic propositions.
Here we assume a linear-time logic that is concerned about predicate or proposition expressed on a sequence of states. The logic allows for verification of a proposition that is only valid on a path that consists of sequence of states and their transitions. Linear temporal logic is one of the logics that can be used for this purpose.
1) Linear Temporal Logic: Linear temporal logic (LTL)
[5] is expressed over temporal structures which are usually defined as Kripke structures and consists of formulae and their semantics. A formula may be in the form of atomic proposition or combined with logical operators. We will omit the discussion on temporal operators in this paper.
Definition 4: The set of LTL formulas is defined inductively as follows:
3) If P is a formula, then --p is a formula.
4)
If p and q are formulas, then p :::} q and p {:} q are formulas as well.
With all the definitions and temporal logic that are to be used have been defined, we are now ready to discuss the preservation of systems' property of the OZ part of CSP-OZ specifications.
VIII. PRESERVATION OF PROPERTIES IN THE OZ PART UNDER Z AND TRACES REFINEMENTS
In the following we will only refer to LTL properties dealing with the state variables of the OZ part, i.e. an LTL property rp is inductively defined over the set of atomic proposition AP = {p I p atomic proposition over ZState}. Moreover, in the case where we are dealing with traces refinement of the CSP part, and write PA i;;; T Pc, we mean that Pc refines P A modulo event renaming. We do implicitly assume two operations AOp and COp to have the same name, otherwise, traces refinement can be defined modulo a renaming function. We mention this here for the CSP part because of the definition of traces refinement that is defined as traces containment. Unlike Z refinement, each event of the concrete specification under traces refinement must refer to the same event of the corresponding abstract specification. Otherwise, the condition traces (Pc) � traces(PA) for traces refinement will not hold.
For Z refinement, however, both the abstract and the concrete specifications are two different specifications that are related to each other by the retrieve relation.
First of all, consider a temporal property that holds in a CSP OZ specification as a whole. The same property also holds in the OZ part of it, that is the following requirement on the property is true (PAIIOZA F rp) 1\ (OZA F rp) Such properties are those that are not affected by the restriction on traces by the CSP part of the specification. An example of such property for the Buffer class of section V is "it is true that #aitems ::; 1". The property is true for the Buffer specification, where the OZ part originally restricts #items to be less than 10 and the CSP part further restricts it to only 1 item. This is due to the CSP process defined in the CSP part with AOut operation follows each Aln operation. Hence we get (PAIIOZA F rp) 1\ (OZA F rp) holds where the property holds for the Buffer class as well as in the OZ part of it. In this case, we get OZA F rp, which leads to OZc F :3AState • rp 1\ R based on the results of [2] . Therefore, Pcll OZc F :3AState • rp 1\ R due to the fact that traces(PcIIOZc) � traces ( OZc) holds.
For the more interesting case, we may have that the requirement is not satisfied. A small example such that PIIOZ F rp but not OZ F rp could be the following specification:
Simpk ______________________________ __ I method add, sub
Obviously, Simple F #x :-::: : 1 but the OZ part does not satisfy the property since we may allow any order of add and sub such as {add, add, sub, ... ) . Therefore, here we will only look at temporal properties of CSP-OZ specification that fulfill the proposed requirement. Our goal is to shift Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 in section II to CSP OZ specifications. Refinement for the OZ part is defined via some retrieve relation R whereas refinement for the CSP part is of complete traces refinement on complete events.
Lemma 2: Given CSP-OZ specifications A = PA I IOZA and C = Pcll OZc such that OZA � OZc under retrieve relation R and P A � 'T Pc for the CSP part specifications. For all paths 7r c = {s5 e5 sf ef ... ) of C there exists a path � = ( �t!clsie1···) of A with st = (P{,t() and sf = (pf,zf) such that the following two conditions hold:
Proof. We prove Lemma 2 by induction and slightly extend the proof of Lemma 1 that can be found in [2] .
(i) For state s5 = (maine, z5) we get a state ,to s.t.
,toRz5 based on initialization condition of refinement (see section II). Moreover, since the initial CSP state is uniquely defined, we get a corresponding state � = (mainA,,to). Since PA �'T Pc, e E initals(mainc) =} e E initials(mainA). Therefore, there exists a path � = ( �t!clsie1· .. ) s.t. ,toRz5 and t!cl = e5·
(ii) Assume � to be constructed up to some point j, i.e. for all i :-::: : j, conditions a) and b) hold. We have
• ef E initials(Pf) =} ef E initials(p{) again due to PA � 'T Pc.
• Application of the induction step of Lemma 1 proof, c yields that the step zf -+i OZ Z�l of the OZ part can c be simulated by t( -4z t(+l for some t(+l.
Both conditions together imply the fact that CSP part and OZ parts can indeed synchronize on the event ef c since both parts allow executing it. Therefore, (pf, zf) 4 c (P�l' zf+l) can be simulated by (P{,t() 4 (P{+l,t(+l).
This completes the proof. 0
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As an example, consider the Simple class which is refined into Simplec in the following specification, where we apply traces refinement to the CSP part as well as Z refinement in the OZ part of it.
_Simplec ______________ _ method add, sub main = add -+ sub -+ main I � c "eqN
The retrieve relation R for Z refinement of the OZ part is given by the following schema R _______________________________ __ Simple.Sr A TE Simplec .SrATE
As we can see, the possible path for the concrete specification is as follows
Given the above concrete path, we have, for example
For the abstract specification Simple, the corresponding path is
Thus according to Lemma 2,  there is a refinement between states of the concrete path n S i mp iec and the abstract path n S i mp ie where each state zf is related to zt by R. Indeed we have, for example z1 Rzf where x = {I} which is the range of Xc as stated in R. Since refinement in the CSP part is on complete events, we have for every concrete event, ef = et holds.
In the next step, we shift Theorem 1 from Z to CSP-OZ specifications. The main idea is that since we are solely dealing with properties on the OZ state space, we deduce exactly the same corresponding property as in [2] . However, we have to ensure that the CSP part does not do anything bad to it which has basically been shown in Lemma 2, where we insist on complete traces refinement exists in the CSP part.
Definition 5: In order to be able to deal with the state of the OZ part, for a trace (so, eo, Sl, el, ... ) of a CSP-OZ specification, we define
Thus for the Simple class example we have the following
Definition 6: Given CSP-OZ specifications A and C where A I;;; C, and a temporal property 'P that only deals with the OZ part, then we write C F 'P whenever for any path n of C, To see how this works, let's look at the Simplec class. If we have a temporal property 'P that hold in the OZ part, Simplec F 'P means that for any path n of Simplec, � x f-t 0, i f-t ° � F 'P, or in other words, the property 'P is true in the path n of Simplec starting from state n[O].oZ.
Theorem 2: Given specifications A = pAllOZA and C = pCllOZc s.t. OZ A I;;; OZC under retrieve relation R and p A I;;; T pc. For any LTL property 'P, if there exists i E N such that for all abstract paths � we have A, nf F 'P, then for all concrete paths nC the following holds: C, nf F ::lAState • 'P 1\ R Proof. Based on Lemma 2, for any concrete path nC (s5 e5 sf ef .. , ), there exists an abstract path � = ( s;je;j si ei ... ) S.t. 1) Vi.et =ef, 2) Vi.ztR zf.
Condition 1 ensures that both paths talk about the same sequence of events. The condition is not needed here. However, when we look at the ordering of events, Vi. et = ef may help us to show correspondence of properties on the CSP part and this will be cosidered as further work.
Condition 2 states that all ZStates of the abstract path are simultaneously related to the states of the concrete path. This includes each initial state of C, that there exists an initial state of A related to it by R. The rest of the proof is according to Theorem 2 of [2] , that is we have C, nf F ::lAInit • R. Also since A, nf F 'P, we know that 'P is true from all states satisfying ,to. Hence, we get C, nf F ::lA/nit . 'P 1\ Rand say that property 'P is preserved under the refinement and the property for the concrete specification is specified as follows C, nf F ::lAState • 'P 1\ R D
IX. AN EXAMPLE
As an example, consider the class Buffer example specified in section V that accepts an input and produces an output of numbers. Here we refine both parts of the class with complete traces refinement in the CSP part and Z refinement in the OZ part as follows: Note that for the traces refinement of the CSP part we implic itly assume a renaming function {(AIn, CIn), (AOut, COut)}.
We show that the following property 'PA := #aitems :::; 1 is preserved in the concrete specification.
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First of all, the path of the abstract class Buffer is the following (with the sequence of input used is 1,2,3 ... ) or ((main, (I aitems f-t {} �), AIn, (Sro P , � aitems f-t {I} �)) ((main, (I aitems f-t {} �), AIn, ((AOut; main), � aitems f-t {I} �), AOut, ((main), � aitems f-t {} �)) ... and after refinement, the concrete path for CBuffer is as follows ((main, (I citems f-t ( ) �), Cln, ((COut; main), � citems f-t (1) �), COut, ((main), � citems f-t 0 �)) ... 
D
In this paper we have shown that it is possible to extend the result in [2] to CSP-OZ specification with a temporal property that only deals with the states of the OZ part of the specification. This, however, requires that we have a complete traces refinement in the CSP part. This is to ensure that Lemma 2, that corresponds to Lemma 1, will hold. Once this is so, then the rest of the extension process focused on the OZ part of the specification. With some alteration, the general theorem (Theorem I) is now applicable to CSP-OZ specification with the extended proof of Theorem 1 that can be found in [2] .
Since there are no divergences in the Object-Z specification and thus no hidden operation or internal event is allowed, [894 ] therefore only the observable behaviour of the specification matters. This refers to the traces of a CSP-OZ specification. As long as the complete traces refinement exists in the CSP part, then no harm is done to the OZ part of CSP-OZ specification and the results discussed in this paper will hold.
As mentioned in the introduction, further work from the re sults discussed in this paper can look into different refinements in the CSP part of the specification. This includes failures refinement and possibly with divergences as well. Another way ahead is to investigate how the traces and failures refinements of the CSP part play their role in restricting the preservation of LTL property specified with each temporal operator and their combination.
